PRESS RELEASE

Leonardo Hotels Central Europe Takes Over Hotel in Verona, Italy

Berlin, Germany, 28 November 2019

After Milan, Rome and Venice, a new attractive location is added to the portfolio of the Leonardo Hotels Central Europe: Verona in Italy. Following extensive refurbishment, the Leonardo Verona will join the Leonardo Hotels brand family in March 2020. The new “look & feel” concept by hotel interior designer Andreas Neudahm blends in perfectly with the historic area between Arena di Verona and Casa di Giulietta. Close proximity to the Fiera di Verona exhibition centre and good access to the A4 expressway make the Leonardo Hotel an attractive option for business travellers as well. With the new added location, the expansive hotel group is strengthening its presence in Italy with a total of 899 rooms in the country.

The future Leonardo Verona has 145 rooms, a restaurant and bar with a terrace, five conference rooms for up to 120 persons, and plenty of parking. The historical centre of Verona and the must-sees of the city are within easy reach by public transport. Major companies such as Glaxosmithkline, Volkswagen Group Italia and Calzedonia are also close neighbours of the hotel.

The property is a former Ibis hotel, and therefore managed by Accor Hospitality. Until now, it has been owned by the Toscanini-Fonds, administered by the management company Generali Real Estate S.p.A.

Leonardo Hotels Central Europe also runs two hotels in Milan (NYX Hotel Milan, Leonardo Milan City Center), one each in Rome (Venetia Palace Hotel) and Venice (Leonardo Royal Venice Mestre).

About us

LEONARDO HOTELS CENTRAL EUROPE, headquartered in Berlin, is responsible for the hotel portfolio in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary, Spain and Italy. The brand family consists of: Leonardo Hotels, Leonardo Royal Hotels, Leonardo Boutique Hotels and NYX Hotels by Leonardo Hotels. Centrally located, they are known for high quality and service standards as well as stylish interior design with regional flair.

In every Leonardo Hotel the guests and their individual wishes and needs are the centre of attention - considerate and attentive to all the little details that make the guests’ stay so very special. This has always shaped the self-image of our company. Here everyone can unwind and feel at ease, regardless of whether the purpose of their journey is business or leisure.

Leonardo Hotels Central Europe is part of the Fattal Hotel Group, which was founded in 1998 by David Fattal. It is one of the fastest growing hotel chains in Europe and Israel and operates 200+ hotels with 40,000+ rooms in 100+ destinations and 18 countries. The brand portfolio includes: Leonardo Hotels, Leonardo Royal Hotels, Leonardo Boutique Hotels, NYX Hotels by Leonardo Hotels, Jurys Inn, Apollo Hotels and Herods. The Israeli hotel group is listed on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange (TASE). www.leonardo-hotels.com
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